Temporal subtraction of computed tomography images improves detectability of bone metastases by radiology residents.
Temporal subtraction of CT (TS) images improves detection of newly developed bone metastases (BM). We sought to determine whether TS improves detection of BM by radiology residents as well. We performed an observer study using a previously reported dataset, consisting of 60 oncology patients, each with previous and current CT images. TS images were calculated using in-house software. Four residents independently interpreted twice the 60 sets of CT images, without and with TS. They identified BM by marking suspicious lesions likely to be BM. Lesion-based sensitivity and number of false positives per patient were calculated. Figure-of-merit (FOM) was calculated. Detectability of BM, with and without TS, was compared between radiology residents and board-certified radiologists, as published previously. FOM of residents significantly improved by implementing TS (p value < 0.0001). Lesion-based sensitivity, false positives per patients, and FOM were 40.8%, 0.121, and 0.657, respectively, without TS, and 58.1%, 0.0958, and 0.796, respectively, with TS. These findings were comparable with the previously published values for board-certified radiologists without TS (58.0%, 0.19, and 0.758, respectively). The detectability of BM by residents improved markedly by implementing TS and reached that of board-certified radiologists without TS. • Detectability of bone metastases on CT by residents improved significantly when using temporal subtraction of CT (TS). • Detections by residents with TS and board-certified radiologists without TS were comparable. • TS is useful for residents as it is for board-certified radiologists.